Rapid simulation and analysis of isotopomer distributions using constraints based on enzyme mechanisms: an example from HT29 cancer cells.
Addition of labeled substrates and the measurement of the subsequent distribution of the labels in isotopomers in reaction networks provide a unique method for assessing metabolic fluxes in whole cells. However, owing to insufficiency of information, attempts to quantify the fluxes often yield multiple possible sets of solutions that are consistent with a given experimental pattern of isotopomers. In the study of the pentose phosphate pathways, the need to consider isotope exchange reactions of transketolase (TK) and transaldolase (TA) (which in past analyses have often been ignored) magnifies this problem; but accounting for the interrelation between the fluxes known from biochemical studies and kinetic modeling solves it. The mathematical relationships between kinetic and equilibrium constants restrict the domain of estimated fluxes to the ones compatible not only with a given set of experimental data, but also with other biochemical information. We present software that integrates kinetic modeling with isotopomer distribution analysis. It solves the ordinary differential equations for total concentrations (accounting for the kinetic mechanisms) as well as for all isotopomers in glycolysis and the pentose phosphate pathway (PPP). In the PPP the fluxes created in the TK and TA reactions are expressed through unitary rate constants. The algorithms that account for all the kinetic and equilbrium constant constraints are integrated with the previously developed algorithms, which have been further optimized. The most time-consuming calculations were programmed directly in assembly language; this gave an order of magnitude decrease in the computation time, thus allowing analysis of more complex systems. The software was developed as C-code linked to a program written in Mathematica (Wolfram Research, Champaign, IL), and also as a C++ program independent from Mathematica. Implementing constraints imposed by kinetic and equilibrium constants in the isotopomer distribution analysis in the data from the cancer cells eliminated estimates of fluxes that were inconsistent with the kinetic mechanisms of TK and TA. Fluxes measured experimentally in cells can be used to estimate better the kinetics of TK and TA as they operate in situ. Thus, our approach of integrating various methods for in situ flux analysis opens up the possibility of designing new types of experiments to probe metabolic interrelationships, including the incorporation of additional biochemical information. Software is available freely at: http://www.bq.ub.es/bioqint/selivanov.htm martacascante@ub.edu